Adam Osborne collection inventory, 1959-1991

The following inventory was created by a CHM volunteer upon the arrival of the collection at the Museum.

Box 1
Software:
- DOS V-3.10 Software (IBM)
- VP-Planner - Spanish version (Paperback Software)
- Wordstar Software (MicroPro)
- Mouse Software (Logitech)
- My A-B-C's (Paperback Software)
- Guide to Operations, includes diagnostic software (IBM)

Text:
- AT BUS DESIGN - IEEE P996 Compatible (Anna Books – IEEE)
- IMAGE-IN-COLOR Tutorial (IMAGE-IN)
- Microsoft Windows User's Guide (Microsoft)
- OBJECT-ORIENTED PROGRAMMING IN C++ (SAMS Publishing)
- VP-Info (Paperback Software)
- 68000-Assembly Lang. Programming (Osborne/McGraw-Hill)

Box 2
Software:
- Info-XL (Valor Software)
- Neural Network Shell Program (NeuroShell)
- PC Tools Deluxe (Central Point Software)
- POWER DESK (Software Studios, Inc.)
- VP-planner – Japanese (PAPERBACK SOFTWARE)

Text:
- Issue of Interface magazine
- Folder of mixed paper materials, including printed and handwritten poetry and 1959 literary magazine from University of Birmingham
- MS-DOS User's Guide (Microsoft)
- User's Reference Guide (Osborne Computer Corp.)
- Z80 Assembly Language Programming (Osborne/McGraw-Hill)
- 6809 Assembly Language Programming (Osborne/McGraw-Hill)

**Box 3**
Software:
- 64 diskettes (5¼ inch floppies)
Text:
- An Introduction to Microcomputer-V2 (Osborne/McGraw-Hill)
- Hypergrowth-The Rise of Osborne… (Osborne/McGraw-Hill)
- MIKROCOMPUTER-GRUNDWISSEN
- Osborne 16-Bit Microprocessor Handbook (Osborne/McGraw-Hill)
- UTEN STYRING? (Universitetsforlaget)
- Z8000 Assembly Language Programming (Osborne/McGraw-Hill)
- Folder of personal materials related to University of Birmingham, University of Delaware, and a published paper in chemical engineering

**Box 4**
Text:
- CBASIC User Guide (Osborne/McGraw-Hill)
- Hypergrowth (Idthekkeletan Publishing Co.)
- An Introduction to Microcomputers - Volume 1 (Osborne & Associates)
- MAD Around the World (Warner Books)
- Number Works (Paperback Software)
- The Value of Micropower (General Automation)
- VP-Expert (Paperback Software)
- 70 Programmes Basic (Editions Radio)
- Einführung in Die Mikrocomputer – Technik (Von Adam Osborne)
- Treibjagd - Im Strudel der Mikroelectronik (te-wi Verlag Gmb)
- 6502 - Programmieren in Assembler (te-wi Verlag Gmb)
- 6800 - Programmieren in Assembler (te-wi Verlag Gmb)
- 8080A/8085 - Programmieren in Assembler (te-wi Verlag Gmb)
- Innforing I mikrodatamaskiner (Universitetsforlaget)
- Introduzione al Microcomputer (Jackson Italiana Editrice)
- Micro computer & my business
- Running Wild - The Next Industrial Revolution (Arrow International)
- 3 Japanese titles : 6800, 8080, and unknown
- Introduccion a Las Microcomputadoras (Ediciones Tecnicas Edicient)

**Box 5**
Software:
- 2 diskettes (Wordstar and CPM)
Text:
- An Introduction to Microcomputers - Volume 2 and 3 (Osborne & Associates)
- An Introduction to Microcomputers – Volume 1, second edition (Osborne/McGraw-Hill)
• The Value Line Investment Survey (Value Line)
• Correspondence (1 folder)
• Hypergrowth (Avon)
• 8080 Programming for Logic Design (Osborne & Associates)
• VP-planner with correspondence (Tokai Create Co.) – 2 different copies
• 2 books in Japanese
• Proceeding – 1961 (University of Birmingham)
• Commencement Program – 1966 (University of Delaware)
• Commencement Program – 1968 (University of Delaware)

Box 6
Software:
• VP-Planner Plus
Text:
• An Introduction to Microcomputers, Volume 3 (Osborne & Associates)
• Explosieve Groei (Jon Kee Groep)
• Osborne 4 & 8 Bit Microprocessor Handbook (Osborne/McGraw-Hill)
• PET/Personal Computer Guide - Second Edition (Osborne/McGraw-Hill)
• Ramana Arunachala (T. N. Venkataraman)
• "the value of micropower" (General Automation)
• 8089 I/O Processor Handbook (Osborne/McGraw-Hill)
• Master's Dissertation - The Melting of Melting of Indium
• Doctoral Dissertation - The solution of unsteady state multicomponent distillation using partial differential equations
• Photocopies from a manual
• Executive Filer (Paperback Software)
• General Ledger (Adam Osborne & Assoc.)
• IBM-Compatible Microline 182 Printer Handbook (Oki America)
• Microprocessors for Measurement & Control (Osborne/McGraw-Hill)
• The Value Line Investment Survey (Value Line, Inc)
• Practical Basic Programs (Osborne/McGraw-Hill)

Box 7
Media: Photographs, negatives, photo album

Box 8
Media: About 60 boxes of slides